
Name: _______________________________
ASL I FALL SEMESTER REVIEW

MA1 VOCABULARY
How are You? & 
What's up? 
To be busy
confused
fine
to be good, well
to be happy
nothing, not much
same old, the usual
sleepy
so-so
to be tired

More Greetings
afternoon
evening, night
morning

Introductions
deaf
friend
hard of hearing
hearing
to introduced
to meet
my
nice
nice to meet you
to want

Making Conversation
American Sign 
Language
bathroom
to go to
to learn
no
please
again, repeat
to sign, sign language
slow, to slow down
thank you
yes

Farewells
good-bye
later
me too, same here
to see, to see you
see you later
see you tomorrow
take care
tomorrow

Facial Expressions
blank face
to be bored
to be excited
facial expressions
to be mad, angry
to be sad
to be sick
to be scared, afraid

Using NMS
can, may
can't, may not
don't know
don't like
don't understand
I'm not, not me
to know
to like
to understand

Conversation
to be absent
I don't mind
due, to owe
favorite
movie
to practice
school 
today, now

MA2 VOCABULARY
My Advice
To Grab
None
Warning

Directionality
Book
Desk, Table
To give to
To help
Help me
I help you
To move
To need
Pen, pencil
Sure

Helpful Signs
To be clear
Excuse me
To explain
To mean

Not, don’t, doesn’t
To be unclear
You’re welcome

Iconic Signs
Don’t do that
Close door
Open door
Lights on
Lights off
Person standing
Get up
Jump
Sit down

Activities
Home
I walk
Party
To read
To sleep
To walk to

In the Classroom
To correct, to grade
To erase (a board)
To erase (on paper)
To hand out
Paper
To spot, to see
To study
Student
Teacher
Test, exam
To write
To be wrong, error

Signed Question Mark
Question mark
To ask
I ask you
You ask me
I ask everybody
Ask me (plural)

Making Conversations
To eat, food
To be hungry
To be ready
Restaurant
With

Signing About 
Activities
To chat, to hang out

Church
Do
To enjoy, have fun
To kick back, take it 
easy
Mosque
To play sports
Temple
Yesterday

When?
Day
Every day
Uh, um, well…
Week
Weekend
To work, job
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

More Conversation
To get better
To get worse
Important
Water, water fountain

WH Signs
Who
What
Where
When 
Why
Which
How

Other Signs
Means
Explain
Please
Grade in school
Correct answer

MA3 VOCABULARY
Where are you from?
A lot, of
To be beautiful, pretty
To do, action, activity
During, on, in
Family

Fun
You and me, we
Vacation

Background Signs
To be born in
To be from
To grow up
Here
To live in

Interests
Beach
Ocean
To rollerblade
To ski
To visit

States and Provinces
America
United States
Canada
Mexico
Alaska 
Washington
Oregon
California
Arizona
Colorado
Montana
New York 
West Virginia
Hawaii

Topic & Comment
To comment
Topic, title

Distance
To be close, near
To be far

Well Known City Signs
Atlanta
Boston
Chicago
City, town
Houston
Los Angeles
New Orleans
Philadelphia
Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Seattle
Washington D.C.



Colors
Color
Black
Blue
Brown
Gray
Green
Orange
Pink
Purple
Red
White
Yellow

Favorites
To act, show
Actor
Car, to drive
Dark
Light
Musician, singer

Television
To watch

Email
At (symbol)
Dot, period
Email, email address
Internet
To listen
Music, to sing
Page 
Web page

Addresses and 
Telephones
Address
Number
Street (general)
Telephone
Avenue
Boulevard

Court
Drive
Road
Street

Addresses & 
Telephones
New
To be old
Pager
Video Phone

Birthday Variations
Birthday (3)

Months of the Year
January
February
August
September
October

November
December
March
April
May
June
July

Seasons
To celebrate
Depends
Fall
How many
Month
Season
Spring
Summer
Fall
Winter
Year
Major Holidays

Christmas
Easter
Halloween
Hanukkah
Independence Day
Kwanza
Memorial Day
New Year’s 
Passover
St. Patrick’s Day
Thanksgiving
Valentine’s Day

The Basics
Inside
Outside
Weather (1)
Weather (2)

NUMBERS 1-100

MA1 NOTES

 It takes ______________ & __________________ to become an excellent fingerspeller!

Fingerspelling us used for ______________ & ______________ or for clarification.

Do not jerk, ________________ or move your hand when fingerspelling.

'Deaf' is a ______________  definition; 'deaf' shows a persons level of  ________________

_________________ are especially important when asking questions.

Breaking ___________________ is considered rude when signing with a Deaf person.

Develop the habit of always ______________ when you know a Deaf person is in the same room.

Only about _________ % of the English language can be lipread.

Approximately ________ % of Deaf people have Deaf parents & grow up in families where ASL is used.

The best way to learn any language is to ________________ yourself.

ASL is NOT English. It is designed for the ___________ not the _____________.

______________________ informs the signer that you are paying attention.

The ________________ in which words are put together in ASL is different from English.

_________________ how ASL is structured instead of wondering why it isn't like your own spoken language.

___________________ are the various parts to a sign that are not on the hands.

THINS TO KNOW

In deaf culture, not maintaining _____________________ during a a conversation is considered rude.

Switching hands in a conversation should be __________________.

Facial Expressions convey emotions and meaning as well as ASL ______________________.



Sloppy & uncertain signing is like ____________________.

Which parameter changes between ME & MY?  _____________________________________

Which parameter changes between SCARED & TERRIFIED? _______________________________

Which 2 parameters changes between HAPPY & EXCITED?_________________________________

MA2 NOTES

Make sure you have ___________________ before asking for clarification.  

Using some ______________ does not make ASL any less of a language than English.

Signs that resemble the meaning behind the sign (like door) are called ________________ signs.

Deaf people are ________________ to be Deaf and prefer to be called Deaf instead of hearing impaired.

Deaf culture is the shared _________ of deaf people that has it own ________, social norms, a unique history.

Deaf Pride movement in the _________________ introduced a distinction between deaf & Deaf.

Medical model is called/spelled ___________ while cultural view is called/spelled _______________.

List causes of deafness ___________________________________________________________________

Slight differences between signs, called ___ and vary from region to region.

While ___________ is/are comprised of people from all races, ethnicities, and backgrounds, the common 

unifying trait is deafness and the use of American Sign Language.

Deaf people use ________________ signals for doorbells, the telephone, fire or smoke alarms.

Visual alerts for public smoke and fire alarms are required by _________________ law.

Wh-signs don't occur at the beginning of a sentence, it occurs at the ________________.

MA3 NOTES

If you want a ______________  you need to socialize with the Deaf by making an effort to learn Deaf culture 

and ASL.

ASL is more closely related to ______________ Sign Language than British Sign Language.

Signs for  mine, your, his, hers, theirs & ours are called _________________.

The word ___________________ does not have a sign but since it implies a choice,  ASL uses the sign for 

WHICH to show options. 

_______________________ allow two Deaf people to converse in ASL just as naturally as having a 

conversation in  person.  

A  ______ is a  device similar to a keyboard that a caller types messages into and the person on the other end 

reads the message on a built-in screen, enabling them to communicate with a Deaf person by phone.

The pioneer of the internet & World Wide Web, Venton Cerf was ______________________________.


